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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a trust region filter method for minimax problems. 
Based on the filter technique, the minimax problem is transformed to a 
constrained optimization problem and solved by the traditional filter idea. In 
the presented algorithm, the acceptable criterion of the trial points is relaxed, so 
compared to the existed SQP and Newton-type methods for minimax method, 
this method is more flexible. Under some suitable conditions, we establish the 
global convergence of the algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

Consider the following minimax optimization problems: 

( ) ( )

,..

,maxmin
1

n

jmj

Rxts

xfxf

∈

=
≤≤    (1.1) 

where ( )mjfj ,,1=  are continuously differentiable real-valued functions 

defined on .nR  
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Due to the non-differentiability of the object function ( ),xf  the 

authors use the classical gradient methods directly to solve such 
optimization problems [1-3, 6]. Many skills have been proposed for 
solving the problem (1.1), by shifting it to a smooth constrained 

optimization problem in 1+nR  as below: 

zmin  

( ) { }.,,1,0.. mIjzxfts j =∈≤−  (1.2) 

Obviously, from the problem (1.2), the K-T condition of (1.1) is defined as 
follows: 

( ) ,1,0
11

=λ=∇λ ∑∑
==

j
j

jj

m

j
xf  

( ) ( )( ) .,,1,0,0 mjxfxf jjj =≥λ=−λ  (1.3) 

There are various methods for solving the minimax problems. For 
example, Zhu et al. [4] propose an improved SQP method with 
nonomonotone line search, but its also suffers from the Maratos effects. 
Wang and Wang [5] present an algorithm with nonmonotone strategy 
and second-order correction technique for minimax optimization 
problems, using this algorithm can overcome the difficulties of the 
Maratos effect occurred in the nonsmooth optimization. As we all know, it 
is difficult to generate a descent direction for nonsmooth optimization. To 
deal with the above drawbacks, researcher always choose line search 
rather than trust region based. Zhou and Tits [7] proposed a 
nonmonotone SQP line search method with second-order correction for 
finite minimax problems developed a class of line search algorithms 
based on a new approximation model to problem (1.1). Typically, under 
mild assumptions, these algorithms exhibit a locally superlinear rate of 
convergence. 
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But the traditional SQP problems is how to select the value function. 
While the majority of the merit function contains a penalty parameter. 
As we know, it is difficult to choose an appropriate parameter. Too small 
a choice of the penalty parameter may result in an infeasible point, or 
even an unbounded increase in the penalty. On the other hand, too large 
a choice may result in any monotonic method to be forced to follow the 
nonlinear constraint manifold very closely. This may lead to much 
shortened Newton steps and slow convergence. In order to avoid these 
drawbacks, recently, a filter method was proposed by Fletcher and 
Leyffer in 2002 [8], which does not require any penalty parameter and 
has promising numerical results. Filter methods have several advantages 
over penalty function methods. Firstly, no penalty parameter estimates, 
which could be difficult to obtain, are required. Secondly, practical 
experience shows that they exhibit a certain degree of non-monotonicity 
which may be beneficial. Finally, filter approaches play an important role 
to balance the objective function and constraints. 

Motivated by the above ideas, we propose a trust region filter method 
for minimax problems, in which the acceptance criterion of trial points is 
relaxed. More trial points are accepted by the algorithm so that the 
Maratos effects can be avoid to a certain degree. Under reasonable 
assumptions, the proposed algorithm is globally convergent. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce a trust 
region filter method for minimax problems. The convergent properties 
are analyzed in Section 3. 

2. A Trust Region Filter Method for Minimax Problems 

In a trust region method, a trial step is obtained by solving some 
trust region model. Then some merit function is utilized to evaluate the 
new iterate to decide whether to accept the new point or not. If the new 
point is accepted, increase the trust region radius and a new quadratic 
model is formed by a certain method. If the new point is rejected, 
decrease the trust region radius and recompute. Certainly, there are 
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many approaches to get a quadratic model at the current point ,kx  as 

following: 

( ) .2
1 dHddgd TT

kkk +=Ψ  

The quadratic model to trust region method is given as follows: 

( ),min dkΨ  

... k∆≤∞dts  

Moreover, the subproblem is 

( ) ,2
1min dHddgd TT

kkk +=Ψ  

( ( ) ( ) ) ,0.. =+
∞

+dxAxCts
Tii

kk   (1.4) 

.k∆≤∞d  

So it is very difficult to tackle (1.4), we need the approximate without 
very strong conditions. Hence, compute (1.2) by solving the following 
quadratic problem: 

( ) ,2
1min dHddxgz TT

k++  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,..,, IjzdxfxfxftsHxzQP T
jj ∈≤∇+− kkkkkk  (1.5) 

,k∆≤d  

where nnRH ×∈  is an approximate Hessian of the Lagrangian function 
of the objective function, which is usually obtained by quasi-Newton 
techniques. We denote 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,,,,, 21
T

m zxfzxfzxfxCxfxg −−−=∇=  

and 

( ) ( )( ) ( ( )( ) ( )( )).,,, 21 zxfzxfzxfxA m −∇−∇−∇=  
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Clearly, the convex programming ( )kkk Hxz ,,  is feasible. Since kd  

is an obvious feasible solution. Furthermore, if kH  is positive definite, 

the solution is unique. Let kd  be the solution of ( ).,, kkk HxzQP  The kd  

can be used as the search direction at the current point .kx  

Lemma 1 ([9]). If 0,0 == kk zd  is the solution to ( ),,, kkk HxzQP  

then kx  is a KKT point of the problem (1.3). 

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1 in [10]. 

Now, we turn to solve ( ),,, kkk HxzQP  in traditional filter method, 

originally proposed by Fletcher and Leyffer [8], solving problem (1.2) 
equivalents to minimize the objective function ( )xf  and to satisfy the 

constraints. To test whether constraints are satisfied or not, we denote 
the violation function h as follows: 

( ) ( ) ,+= xCxh  

where ( ) ( ){ } ,,0,max IixCxC ii ∈=+  the notion ⋅  denotes the Euclidean 

norm on .mR  

It is easy to see that ( ) 0=xh  if and only if x is a feasible point 

( ( ) 0>xh  if and only if x is infeasible). The filter will be employed as 

criterion to accept or to reject a trial step generated by a subproblem. 

We aim to reduce both the value of ( )xP  and the constraint violation 

function ( ),xh  where 

( ) ( ),max kk xfxP j=  

( ) ( ) ( ){ }( ) .max 2zxfxCxh j −== +
k  

Definition of filter set is based on the definition of dominance as 
following: 
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Definition 1. A pair ( )kk Ph ,  is dominated by ( )jj Ph ,  if and only if 

jhh ≤k  and jPP ≤k  for each .k≠j  

Definition 2. A filter set F is a set of pairs ( )Ph,  such that no pair 

dominates any other. To ensure the convergence, some additional 
condition are required to decide whether to accept a trial point to the 
filter or not. The traditional acceptable criterion is as following. 

Definition 3. A trial point x is called acceptable to the filter if and 
only if 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,fororeither FPhxhPxPhxh jjjj ∈∀γ−≤β≤  (1.6) 

where 10 <β<γ<  are constants. In practice, β  is close to 1 and γ  is 

close to 0. 

Definition 4. For any ,, nRwx ∈∃∗  that set up 

( ) ,0=∇ ∗ dxC
T

E  

( ) ( ).,0 ∗∗ ∈>∇ xIidxC
T

i  

We defined 

( ) ( ){ },,0:min kk FixhxPP
Fx

∈==
∈

+   (1.7) 

( ) ( ){ },,0:min kk Fixhxhh
Fx

∈>=
∈

+   (1.8) 

and +
kP  is the corresponding value to +

kh  for .,210 ,,=k  If kk dx +  is 

accepted by the filter, then kkk dxx +=+  and { ,11 ++ ≥= kk xxiD i  

}.kFi ∈  Filter set is updated as the following rule { } \11 +∪=+ kkk FF  

.1+kD  The purpose of optimization methods is to reduce both ( )xh  and 

( ).xP  When ( )xh  is reduced, ( )xP  may be increased. Meanwhile, we 

hope to avoid ( )xh  being very large. When ( )xh  is very large, we take 

steps to control it. 
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The constraint violation function is defined as follows: 

( ) ( ).1 kkkkk dxCdxCh T ++=+   (1.9) 

In fact, in traditional filter method, some good point such as superlinear 
convergent step may be rejected due to the increase of both objective 
function value and constraint violation value compared to other entries in 
filter. That is the reason why the Maratos effect occurs. 

We can be more detailed description of the algorithm: 

Algorithm A 

Step 0. Choose 00 , HRx n∈  is a symmetric and positive definite 

matrix and an initial region radius .1,2
1,0min0 





∈β>∆≥∆  

Step 1. ( )kkk HxzQP ,,  is it solvable? If the unsolvable, it entered a 

recovery phase. 

Step 2. Solve ( )kkk HxzQP ,,  to get ., kk zd  If ( ) ,0, =kk dz  stop, 

otherwise go to Step 3. 

Step 3. Let ,kkk dxx +=+  compute ., ++
kk Ph  

Step 4. If +
kx  is acceptable to the filter ,kF  go to Step 5, otherwise go 

to Step 6. 

Step 5. Compute ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .0 k

k

kkk

kkkkk
k pred

ared
d

dxMxMr =
Ψ−Ψ

+−
=  

If ,η>=
k

k
k pred

aredr  then update ,i
k∆  let ,1:,21 +=∆=∆ + kkkk

ii  go to Step 1, 

otherwise go to Step 7. 

Step 6. Update ,i
k∆  let ,2

11 ii
kk ∆=∆ +  go to Step 1. 

Step 7. Update the filter set. Let ,1
+

+ = kk xx  update kH  to ,1+kH  go 

to Step 6. 
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In a restoration algorithm, it is therefore described to decrease the 
value of ( ).xh  The direct way is utilized Newton method or the similar 

ways to attack ( ) .0=
++

kxC  Let 

( ) ( ) ( ),dxhxhdM iii +−= kkk  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
+







 +−=Ψ dxAxcxhd

Tiii
kkk

i
k  

and ( )
( )

.
d
dMr i

i
i

k

k
k

Ψ
=  

Algorithm B (Restoration Algorithm) 

Step 0. Let ( ).1,0,,,,0,:,: 221
00 ∈ηηαα=∆=∆= ixx kkkk  

Step 1. If ( ) { },,min 2
12 kkk ∆αη≤ +hxh i  then ,: ixx kk =+  stop. 

Step 2. Compute 

( ),min di
kΨ  

idts k∆≤..  (1.10) 

to get .idk  Calculate .irk  

Step 3. If ,η>irk  then let 1,2, 11 +=∆=∆= ++ iixx iiii
kkkk  and go 

to Step 2. 

Step 4. If ,η>irk  then let 1,2, 11 +=∆=∆+= ++ iidxx iiiii
kkkkk  and 

go to Step 1. 

The above restoration algorithm is a Newton method for ( ) .0=
++

kxC  

This method is utilized frequently. Of course, there are other restoration 
algorithms, the interior point restoration algorithm in [11]. 
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3. The Convergence Properties 

In this section, to present a proof of global convergence of algorithm, 
we always assume that following conditions hold: 

Assumption 1 

A1: The objective function f and the constraint functions ( )IjCi ∈  

are twice continuously differentiable. 

A2: The iterate { }kx  remains in a closed, bounded subset .nRS ⊂  

A3: The matrix sequence { }kH  is uniformly bounded. 

A4: When solving (1.10), we have 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ },,min2
iiTiiil xhdxAxCxhd kkkkk

i
k ∆β≥






 +−=Ψ

+
 

where 02 >β  is a constant. 

A5: The functions CA ∇=  and f∇  are uniformly bounded on S. 

By the above assumptions, we can suppose that there exist constants 

21, MM  such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,, 21
2

11 MxCMxPMxPMxP ≤≤∇≤∇≤  

( ) ( ) ., 2
2

2 MxCMxC ≤∇≤∇  

A1 and A2 are the standard assumptions. A4 is the sufficient reduction 
condition. A4 is very moderate because Cauchy step satisfies A4. In a 
trust region method, A4 guarantees the convergence. To simplify the 
problem, we regard A4 as a condition. A3 and A5 plays an important role 
to obtain the convergence result. But it has minor effects to the local 
convergence rate. The following result are based on Assumption 1. In 
terms of the restoration algorithm we obtain the following result. 
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Lemma 1. The restoration Algorithm B terminates in a finite number 
of iteration. 

Proof. Assume the restoration algorithm does not terminate finitely. 

Certainly, the termination criterion will be satisfied if ( ) .0lim =
∞→

i
i

xh k  We 

hence assume that there exists a constant 0>ε  with ( ) ε>ixh k  for all i. 

We show that it will lead to a contradiction. 

Let 

{ }.: η≥= iriK k  

According to Assumption 1 and ( )
( )

,
d
dMr i

i
i

k

k
k

Ψ
=  we have 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) { }.,min2
11

1

1

1

i

K

ii

i

ii

i
dxhxh k

k
kkkk ∆εηβ≥Ψη≥−>∞ ∑∑∑

∈

−−
∞

=

−
∞

=

 

Therefore, .0lim →∆
∞→

i
i k  Thus, ii

kk ∆≥∆ −1  by virtue of Step 4 of 

Restoration Algorithm. Namely, { }i
k∆  is increased when i

k∆  is very 

small, which contradicts .0lim →∆
∞→

i
i k  The result therefore holds and the 

proof is complete. 

Lemma 2. Suppose there are infinitely many points added to the 
filter. Then ( ) .0lim =

∞→ kk
xh  

Proof. If theorem were not true, there would have infinite 
components in ,1K  which is defined as follows: 

{ }.1 ε>= kk hK  

Because of the Assumption 1 we assume that MP <k  for all k  without 

loss of generality, where M is a positive constant. Then, we analyze with 
two cases. 
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(1) If { }iKi
P

1
min
∈

 exists. Let { }.min
1

iKi
PP

∈
=  And h  is the corresponding 

value relate to .P  Let ( ) ( ) ., hxhPxP ==  Then, according to the 

definition of the filter, kx  which lie behind x  in the filter, satisfy: 

.and PPhh ≥≤ kk  

Consider the area of the south-west part I of the graph 0area  will be 

decreased. When a new point kx  enters into the filter, the area of square 

II is satisfied: 

( ) ( ).12 kk PPhhareaII −−=  

According to the definition of filter, 

.or kkk hPPhh jj γ−≤β≤  

We have 

( ) ( ) ( ) .11 2
222 γεβ−≥γβ−≥γβ−≥ kk hhhhhareaII  

After updates the filter set, we have the area of the new square, denoted 
by 

( ) 2
001 1 γεβ−−≤−= areaareaareaarea II  

( ) 2
1 10 γεβ−−≤≤ + jj areaarea  

( ) 2
1 12 γεβ−−≤ −jarea  

≤  

( ) ( ) ,11 2
0 γεβ−+−≤ jarea  

,0,0 1 →→ +jareaj  thus, the area will be reduced to 0 after finite 

times. When the area is zero, it means that a point cannot enter ,1K  

which is contradicted with the infiniteness of .1K  
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(2) If { }iKi
P

1
min
∈

 doesn’t exist. From the conditions in this lemma, let 

{ }.inf
1

iKic PP
∈

=  From the definition of inf there exists cPP ≥  and 

( ).γε+≤ cPP  Then, according to the definition of the filter, the other 
components, which lie behind cxk  in filter, satisfy: 

( ).and γε−≥≤ PPhh kk  

Using the same techniques as that in (1), the result is gotten. 

Thus, the conclusion is obtained. 

As for the case of finitely many points added to the filter, it is 
apparent that the following result be true. 

Lemma 3. Suppose there are finitely many points added to the filter. 
Then ( ) ,0=kxh  for certain 1k  and .1kk >  

Proof. This proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 in [12]. 

Theorem 1. Let Assumption A hold and let ∗x  be a feasible point of 
problem (1.2) at which MFCQ holds, but which is not a KKT point. Then 

there exists a neighbourhood 0N  of ∗x  and positive constants 321 ,, ξξξ  

such that for all SNx ∩∈ 0
k  and all k∆  for which 

( ) ,32 ξ≤∆≤ξ kkxh  

it follows that SQP subproblem has a feasible solution ,kd  and the 

predicted reduction satisfies ( ) ,3
1

1 kkk ∆ξ≥Ψ− ∗ d  where ( )kk d∗Ψ  is a (1.4) 

evolved. The following forms: 

( ) ,2
1min dHddgd TT

kkk +=Ψ∗  

( ) ( ) { },,,2,1,0.. e
T
ii mEidxAxCts =∈=+  

( ) { },,,2,1,0 mmmIidAxC ee
T
ii ++=∈≤+ ∗  (1.11) 

.k∆≤∞d  
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Without loss of generality, we assume that ( ) ( ) 2
2

2, MxCMxC ii ≤∇≤  

for all Sx ∈  and ,,,2,1 mi =  where 02 >M  is a constant. We now 

consider ( ).+
kxCi  From Taylor expansion, when (1.11) is consistent, there is 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) .2
1 2

2
2

kkkk ∆++≤
+++ MndxAxCxC T

iii  

Thus, ( ) .2
1 2

2
2

kk ∆≤+ Mnxh  As for (1.11), Fletcher et al. do very good 

analysis in [13]. 

Hence, if ( ) ,3/1 213 nMξη−≤∆k  then 

( ) ( ) ( ),3 dxPxP ∗+ Ψη−≥− kkk  

where .3 η>η  

If ( ) 0>kxh  and ( ) ,2

2
2Mn

xh k
k

β
≤∆  then ( ) ( ).kk xhxh β≤+  

Theorem 2. Let Assumption A hold and let { } Sx ∈k  be generated by 

the algorithm which has accumulation to be a feasible point of problem 
(1.2) at which MFCQ holds. Then, { }kx  has an accumulation which is a 

KKT point. 

Proof. If Algorithm A terminates finitely and 0=kd  for some ,k  a 

KKT point is obtained and the result holds apparently. 

Now, we assume Algorithm A terminates infinitely. If the result were 
false, according to Lemma 1, the result in [14] and the above analysis, 
there would exist an integer 0k  such ( ) 2ξ<kxh  is small enough, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kkkkkk ddxPxP Ψ−Ψη≥+− 0  for all .0kk >  Hence, the 

Restoration Algorithm does not appear when .0kk >  For convenience, 

we denote 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ }.0,02 kkkkkkkkk ddxPxPK Ψ−Ψη≥+−>=  
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On the other hand, from Assumption A, we have 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]kkkk dxPxP
KK

∗
+ Ψη−≥−>∞ ∑∑ 31

22

 

.3
1

13
2






 ∆ξη≥ ∑ k

K
 

Therefore, 0lim =∆
∞→ kk

 for 2K∈k  because ( ) .0→kxh  In terms of the 

definition of ,k∆  we hence have 0lim =∆
∞→ kk

 for all .k  

There thus exists k∆  such that 

( ){ }( ).,1max6
113

2 γβ−
αξη

>∆ α−
k  

For sufficiently large k  and ( ),2 21
1

+α+ ≥∆α kk xh  where 21, αα  are 

constants satisfies .10 21 <α<α<  

( )+α+ ≥∆α kk xh21
12  is rational from Taylor expansion of ( ).+

kxC  In 

terms of ( ) 2
2

2
2
1

kk ∆≤+ Mnxh  and ( ) 21
1

α+∆α≤ kkxh  from Restoration 

Algorithm, ( )+α+ ≥∆α kk xh21
12  holds when .4 21

1

2
2

1 α−










 α
≤∆

Mn
 We consider 

the trial step .+kx  

Form the above analysis, when ∆  is small enough to satisfy the 
condition 

( ) ( ) .2,3,3
1,min

2
21

13
2

13
3 









 β









α
ξηξη−

ξ≤∆
Mn
xh

nM
k

k  

( ) ( ) kkk ∆ξη≥− +
133

1xPxP  

 22 1
133

1 α+α− ∆∆ξη= kk  
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 ( ){ }( ) 21
12,1max α+∆αγβ−≥ k  

 ( ){ } ( ),,1max +γβ−≥ kxh  

which means that +
kx  will be accepted by the filter. 

Then k∆  will not be reduce when is small enough and ,0kk >  which 

contradicts the fact that .0lim =∆
∞→ kk

 The result therefore holds and the 

proof is complete. 
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